
Outline/ Index Form 

SUBJECT: Veteran Cook DATE: 6/6/2000 

TAPE# SIDE# Ratio/ Counter =30 min --

INTERVIEWER: Tom Moore INTERVIEWEE: Glen Grossen 

Fill in this form completely for completely for each tape. In the first column record the 
counter on the tape. In the second column describe the contents being discussed. 

Tape # Description of sub.i ect discussed 
0040 General outline of life until 1950's 
0200 Mention for the start of Koran Police action 
0310 The Draft 
0420 How he had to go into the marines instead of the Army 
0625 Where he served and how he became a cook. 
0820 Why we fought the Korean war 
0950 Our troops were ill-prepared for the war and the winter (good) 
1110 Truman fired MacArthur who new most about warfare with Orientals 
1200 Our equipment not that good. 
1240 Communism and how he relates the military to being like communism (very good) 
1450 Bomb shelters and how he didn't much fear USSR 
1600 Pearl Harbor was a scary time and civilian defense (good) 
1725 Communists need to expand there empire 
1740 How atomic bomb stopped the stalemate in Korea and fortifying the hill. (good) 
1900 Eisenhower and how he stopped the war by threatening atomic bomb 
2030 Not much concern over a WWIII with Russia 
2120 How he was stationed at Santa Ana, California. 
2355 His mess hall fed up to 2000 per meal with only 9 cooks. 
2540 Veterans were received lightly 
2730 Citizens didn't seem to worry very much about the war a direct contrast to WWII. 
2910 Communists exploited and enslaved probably, the US doesn't do that. 
3020 Past up much he had available to him, except federal loan to start his farm 
3240 Didn't think Korean war settled anything for good 
3415 Many troops came back bitter the thought it was stupid that they kept fighting 
3450 The reservoir and how many men got scared and shot 
3555 Many solder took there morifen to keep there nerve up 
3720 Memories ofPOWs and old friends lost in action 
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